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but it cannot achieve a real alteration in the constitu-
tion of man.    To do that we must effect not only ar
unification of authority, but also a unification of interest.
Strife   must   be   checked  from   above   and   causes   of
strife  must  be removed from below.    'Therefore  all
things must be held in common/    The importance of
Wvcliffe  to  English  political theory is   not   that  he
fought Papal claims and must be admitted an Erastian,
not that he may take his place in the long line of
adherents to the Divine Right of Kings, but that he
really had a complete and logical theory of society.
If society exists to enable men to live well, then it must
guarantee a basic unity in order to  prevent eternal
strife.    To do this it must construct an authoritative
body or acknowledge  an  authoritative   person ;    but
merely to do this is not nearly enough.    There must be
community of purpose within society and this cementing
purpose is not guaranteed by a mass of selfish wills
accepting peace as the least evil; it is only guaranteed
by social institutions which remove the cause of dis-
sension, that is to say,  by the abolition  of private
property.
Other philosophers before Wycliffe had approached
the question and compromised.    St. Thomas Aquinas,
alluded to by Lord Acton as the first Whig in history,
Alexander   of  Hales,   and   William   of   Ockham   had
accepted poverty themselves, but had explained that
in a society corrupted from the state of nature and
debauched by the Fall of Man communism could not
be fairly demanded.    They admitted  the  dictum  of
Adam Smith, that the affluence of the few supposes the
indigence of the many, and they explained that this
could be got over by the application  of a discreet
charity.    Ockham, indeed, is in advance of his time
"       half of tKe fourteenth century) because he

